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4:34 PM Secondary stage, interaction stage. Prefix "T" contains information from both tap and 
gentle probe. 

4:39 PM End session prematurely, since my cursor hovered over the internet browser icon on the 
bottom margin of the computer screen, which brought up a small miniature version popup of the 
internet page, revealing a small sized version of the target image. End RV. 

Oh wow, the yellow orb is there, it is a lemon. The shrub in the center looks like a person standing 
up, but that is not an acceptable match. I did not get far with probing on this target before the 
target was prematurely exposed. I still give this session a C because of the lemon and yellow orb. 
Grade C. 

4:41 PM End session. 

Image source https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Villa_di_geggiano,_giardino_15.JPG
Image link https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/2/2d/Villa_di_geggiano%
2C_giardino_15.JPG/800px-Villa_di_geggiano%2C_giardino_15.JPG

ELEMENTS

IE. Deep strong dark turquoise blue color a large element. 
T. A motion that sways in a bow arch shape up-right. A sliding motion sensation there and a happy 
person, the person watches the yellow marble slide down along the blue. 

2. IE. A human. Small red element indicative of human body. 
T. This person is feeling very serious and is focusing, so it is easily mistaken for anger but is focus and 
not anger. This is a man, and he is watching with great effort and focus as the yellow orb slides 
down the side of the bowl. This person is squatting at the top of the bowl right side. 

IE. Something small like a yellow solid hard orb being dropped down from above. This element 
moves. 

IE. Dark metal bow-arch shaped U-shaped on the bottom below the dark blue. 

IE. A movement, quick, something yellow moved from top right diagonally toward down left. The 
yellow solid element moves. Also a swaying motion. 


